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ANNUAL IorEETING - JUNE 1956 

Review of ICNAF's Statistical Hatters to 28 Hay. 1926 

by R.S.Keir 

The progress made by the member countries of the 

Commission in collecting and compiling statistical data on their 

fisheries in the Northwest Atlantic has brought us to the posi

tion where the statistical coverage of these fisheries is probably 

more detailed than that of any other comparable fishery. 

We should now reconsider certain aspects of these 

statistics in the light of our present experience and with the 

recommendations made at previous meetings of ICNAF, especially 

the meeting of the Standing Committee on Research & Statistics at 

Biarritz, March 1956. 

The following topics will be commented upon. 
bu 

1. Adequacy, accuracy, comparability and relevance 
to the problems on hand. 2 

2. Catches and efforts of indiVidual vessels. 2 

~: Studies of past-years' data. 2 
Conversion factorS. ~ 5. Harket size categories (or cullings). 

5. Fishing efforts. 7 
7. Statistical Bulletin: arrangement of data. 10 
8. Reporting of statistics. 10 
9· Use of punched card methods for computing and 

tabulating. 11 
10. Addition of other kinds of data in ICNAF's 

Statistical Bulletin or other publications 11 
11- General Conclusionsw 12 
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1. Commisslo!~Js StatJ.s:;ics: Accurc...(., CC>Llpara,\ilityand Relevance to the ProblfJIDs Ol~. 

(a) The accuracy of the statistics on lUlldings is not known. Much of the detail in which the Commission's statistics are now recorded depends on estimates of catches made by off'lcers on fi~hlng vessels. These are usually quite accurate but it would be of interest to have a specific measure of their accuracy based On the difference between their total estimate and the amount landed. (The question of estimates is further discussed in the section on size categories, page 4.). 
(b) Poulsan (Document No.3, Serial No.362, 1956) has considered the yields per unit of effort of the different fleets for Subareas 1 to 5 and concluded th~t they were, on the whole, comparable anJ that they varied in a corresponding manner. The question was also discussed by the working parties at the meeting of the Standing Committee on Research & Statistics at Biarritz (March 1956). Work on the comparability of the yields per unit of effort is continuing and is further discussed under item. 6, page 7. 

(c) The statistics of the commercial fishing fleets are essential to the proper understanding of the fisheries and of the fish populations under exploitation. The present statistical submissions are minimal and in certain cases should be augmented (see paragraphs (d) and (e) below). 

(d) Species Composition: In some cases the landings of cod only are reported. Other species are either not recorded or (e.g. haddock, pollock, etc.) are apparently included in the cod catch which is landed salted. 

(e) Fish Discarded at Sea: Part of the Commission's minimum requirements were that data should not be limited to landings but should include data on fish discarded at sea. 
Member countries generally have not yet reported catches discarded at sea. It is very important that they now do so. This is by far the major omission in our collection of statistics and a serious effort should be made to remedy the situation. The weight of each species discarded should be recorded. This data should be given by subdivision and month of capture as well as by kind of gear. 

Data of this kind may be relatively difficult to collect accurately and should be supplemented by measurements and observations made at ~ by trained observers. 
2. Catches and Efforts of Individual Vessels. 

When the catch and effort data are reported by individual vessels as is the case with France and Spain, the variation between the catches per unit of effort of the individual vessels permits an assessment of the reliability of the mean value of the catch per unit of effort of the fleet as a whole. It is suggested that where this data is available it should be reported (at least for one year) to the CommiSSion. 
3. Study of Past Data. 

The records of the fishery in the Convention Area before, say, 1951 are of course not so detailed as the records kept 
••••••• ·/3· 
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since the Commission initiated the oollection of the statistical 
data of this fishery on an international basis. 

In particular, records of fishing efforts and landings made 
before or during the war, i.eo especially between, say, 1930 and 
1950, would be of the greatest value, and member countries are urged 
to submit such data to the Commission. 

Owing to doubt as to what conversian factors to ~se, and in case 
additional past data would become available, the Commission decided 
that no revision of the earlier data should be made before June 1956. 
It is proposed, however, that such a revision should be made in the 
coming year, preferably using a punched card method to facilitate 
the computing and tabulating required. 

~. Conversion Factors: 

A. Conversion Factors to Bound fresh Weight - Discussions of 
these fall into two groups, those cOncerned with salt fish and those 
concerned with fresh fish. 

(i) Salt Fish. The Commission recommended the use of 2.7 for 
N. American landings and 3.0 for European landings for salt cod at 
the 1955 Annual Meeting. These conversion factors were also used for 
salt haddock. Becent conversion factor experiments by Buivo 
(Document No.18, Serial No.377, ICNAF Ann. Meeting 1956) have con
firmed the use of 3.0 as a conversion factor for salt cod. His 
experimonts did not indicate definitely that different conversion 
factors should be used for different subareas or sizes of fish. 

Conversion factors for salt pollock (2.6), and salt hake 
(3.9), were based on Spanish conversion factor experiments (Document 
No.7, Serial No.177, ICNAF Ann. Meeting 1954). . 

(ii) Fresh Fish. Anomalies exist in the conversion factors 
for fresh fish such as the use of 1.22 for fresh gutted haddock 
landed in the Maritimes and Quebec, 1.14 for Newfoundland, 1.17 for 
the United States and 1.20 for St.Pierre et Miquelon, Iceland and 
Germany (1.5 was used previously). Canada has recommended the use 
of 1.2 for cod and haddock gutted head on to round fresh weight. 
The conversion factors for halibut also vary considerably. 

The Commission has normally termed its statistics on land
ings to be in the form round fresh weight (as coming from the sea). 
As the conversion factors used are generally average values based 
on samples taken from several areas and months, suoh effects as 
size of gonad, liver, condition, stomach contents, etc. are not 
considered individuallyo It might be better to term IeNAl's 
statistics the nomlnal round fresh catch (1.2 (approx.) times the 
gutted wei~ht or 3.0 (or 2.7) times the weight of fish when salted 
and landed) and notttw actual round fresh catch. This fact could 
then be considered in calculations where the weight of a relatiVe
ly small sample of fish taken in one area at one time is related 
to the total weight landed commercially, and any proper adjustment 
made. 

B. Prom laUged Length tE Round Fresh Length - Some data has 
already been presented on t is subject and has been examined bl 
Poulsen (Document No.12, Serial No.371, ICNAF Ann. Meeting 19~6). 
More data will be required if shore sampling of salt fish is 
initiated (see Beport of Working Party 6 by Dr.W.B.Martin, ICNAl 
Committee on Bes. & Stat., Biarritz, 1956). Shore sampling of 
landings, when the 10ca11 ty and l.CQnth of capt.ure is not known and 

........ _lit. 
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when a cun-.'!.:: '.., ~:=lD fac cor must be -I,' to 8ta:ll.:ardize the data, 
is no substltoxLe for measurements ':.Uh.Qll at seao 

5. Market Size Categories (or Cullings): 

(a) When catches or landings are culled and when the sizes 
of fish included in each size category are lmown, this data 
may provide a valuable addition to our knowledge. It may also 
be useful in plarming sampling programmes as each category can 
be sampled separately and the various samples weighted accord
ing to the proportion of the fish in each category to obtain 
values for the \'Ihole catch. By this means greater accuracy in 
determining the l6Hgth distribution etc. of the fish is 
obtained ,lith the same number of fish measured. 

(b) However, the collecting, adjusting and compiling of 
size categories by subdivision and month of capture for these 
vessels which fish in several subdivisions and for two or 
three months in one trip represents a considerable labour. It 
is questionable if the accuracy and usefulness of the result
ing data justifies this labour. The table below shows the per
centage of each size category landed by various fleets in 
Subareas 1 to 5. There is certainly a great variation between 
countries: 

G'c1 Si e Ca to ·ories b Subarea Countr n 

-- % 
Percentages 

Large Med~!¥!! Sl!!Illl Uns. 

S~l;l~1:s!§ 1 France Otter Trawlers It.2 35.1 60.7 
Spain " " 6.1 17.7 76.2 
U.K. " " 77.0 9.5 3.9 9.5 

~lW,u;:~a 2 France n n 5.2 9lt.8 
Spain n n 1.9 98.1 

~lI12irs;u! 3 France n n 8.6 32-5 58.9 
Spain " n 6.1 11.0 82.9 
U.K. " n 28.8 0.5 14.1 56.5 
Spain Pair Trawlers 15.5 22.~ 62.2 
U.S. Otter Trawlers 17.1 71. 11.4 

llgl2l1.!:!l!l 4 France Otter Trawlers 7.6 31.9 60.5 
Spain n n 6.5 7.7 85.8 
Spain Pair Trawlers ~3 .3 zo.o 16.7 
u.s. Otter Trawlers 8.2 7.9 3.9 

~Y.12il!iHl 2 u.s. Otter Trawlers 3lt .1 t·lt 11.lt 
u.s. Long Liners 53.9 3.2 2.9 
u.s. Hand Liners 37.0 61.8 1.2 
U.S. Sink Gill 57.7 lt2.3 + 

Such data are no substitute for sampling at sea. Nor 
are categories estimated at sea of much value to the economist 
who is more concerned with the cull by which the fish are sold. 
Generally this latter cull is made on the dried fish. 

(c) The data which are now collected are relatively value
less. However i" is suggested that the "ollection of data on 
size categories as estimated by the captains of the fishing 
vessels be continued until a sampling procedure has been intro
duced and that the value of the size categories should be 
investigated by comparing them with. • ••••••• /5. 
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(1) Records of meaSlll'e:'F)iLts made at sea; 
(2) ltecords of the most accurate cullings used in the 

actual marketing of the fish. 

Heferring to (1): These measurements could be made by 
trained observers or, in order to extend i...ne sampling as widely as 
possible, u.)I ~ junior offi~er or ILlaw.ber of the crew. 

They should be recorded on a standard form prepared and de
signed by ICIIAF. These original records,or copies of them,should 
then be SbOt to the Secretariat to be published and made available 
to all scier~tists working in the Convention Area ~ 

Referring to (2): These culls of the dried fish are usually 
made when the dried fish are being packed into bundles. Fish of 
doubtful category (i.e. near the borderline between categories) are 
often actually weighed to decide to which category they belong. 

At the very minimum the meaning of the size categories 
should be defined by observation and measurement if the Commission 
decides to continue the practice of collecting and compiling them. 

(d) Under certain circumstances the use of size categories can 
lead to major errors in the locating of catches from sUbdivisionS or 
months. 

Consider the case where the vessel is at sea for several 
months (2 or 3) and fishing in several subdivisions (even in dif
ferent subareas). The captain's estinmtes for cod might read like 
this (for simplicity the landings for each month/subdivision are 
given as 20 tons). 

-- Ill.wi. --
Month Subdivision Lar~e Medium Sma:!,:!, Total 

June a 10 ~ ~ 20 
b 12 20 
c 8 12 20 
!l. ~ It ~ 2Q 

Total 22 2 80 

July a 8 2 10 20 
b 2 2 16 20 
c 3 It 13 20 
d l.Q l.~ 2 2Q 

23 [j:l, 80 

August a 2 16 2 20 
b 6 11 3 20 
c I~ 5' 5 20 

~2 10 6§ Grand Total 85 5 60 22 

But the captain's estimates of size categories or his total landings 
do not usually agree exactly with whu t he lands. While his total 
estimate is usually very close, the allocation by size categories 
may be quite different. Thus 1-

Actually landed: 
Medll1m 

25' 70 

86 

§.IWJ. 

120 

~ 

215' 

•••••••• /6. 
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It ShO;lld not be said tha '; diffel't.-.I1ce is quite un-
usual .. 

One possible method of adjusting the captain's esti
mates is to multiply each category by a separate adjustment 
factor equal to: 

~t. Q! s~~~ ~at~gorl ]a~g~g 
Wt. of size category estimated 

Thus the estimates of large cod would be multiplied by 25/85, 
the medium by 70/75 and the small by 120/60. Doing this we 
obtain the following table: 

-.~ Mediy!!! Small Total 

June a 2.9 6,5 6.0 15.4 
b 3., 3·7 8.0 15.2 
c 2. 11.2 013.6 
d, 4.1 ~.2 4.Q 19.8 

Total ~ 12.9 2 .1 18.0 5" .0 

July a 2.4 1.9 20.0 24.3 
b 0.6 .. 1.9 32.0 34.5 
c 0·9 3·7 26.0 30.6 
d 2'a ~'2 4.0 14.4 

Total 6. 1 .0 82.0 103.8 

August a 0.6 4.0 19.5 
b 1.8 6.0 18.1 
c 2. 10.0 1 .6 

Total 2 • • 
Gr d Total 2 .0 120 0 21 

Thus the grand total is now the weight landed but the 
totals for each month/subdivision range from 11.8 to 34.5 in
stead of all being the same. The totals for each month and 
each subdivision are also now in error. 

Month Ca~tain's ~st~mate Adlllstgd 

June 80 56.0 
July 80 103.8 
August 60 55.2 

§lIlldiI· 

a 60 59.2 
b 60 67.8 
c 60 61.8 
d 40 26.2 

While errors may cancel out as has tended to happen in 
the summaries by subdivisions (a, b and c), they may not 
always do so (d). 

The other method of adjusting the captain's estimate is 
to multiply each figure by 

Total Wt. Landed 
Total Wt. Estimated 

in this case by 215/220. This leaves the proportion of size 
categories and totals for each month/subdivision as they are 
estimated by the captain and is the best solution to the 

0 ........ /7. 
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prubler:l< Tn;) [-;.-:.ct tho.t a cuptain 1 s measure of size categories 
varies c::msilicl'ably from that used on landlll"; tends to invalidate 
their use b11..t there is nothing to indicate thdt the captain's total 
estimate of catcit from eacb month/subdivision is much in error. It 
would be a good thing if all countries followed the practice of ad
justing thl.;) c<J.pt<..linws estimat.es by this latter factor, i.e. 

6. Fis!lirj; ~ffcrts: 

Total weight landed 
Total weight estimated 

A~ Preci:.'.(; definitions of the terr:15 used for fishing efforts are 
re.juired. 

Thus there may be confusion as to what exactly is meant by the 
td~>m "days fished" and "hours fished". No definition will be given 
here to avoid confusion with the one adopted by the Commission. 
Also the definitions used now in the various member cOWltries should 
be obtained so as to check whether any change is required. A defi
nition- of days fished often used does not permit the days fished to 
be -broken dO~1 to hours, thus days fished could not be given as 60 
d':-!.js and 12 hmirs nor as 60.5 days. Some confusion may arise 'When 
p,<rt of a d ..... y Ls spent fishing in one subdivision and part in another. 

B. Fi~:liLS f\)',lcr: This is further discussed lll1der paragraph C 
bG10"/ - Sbr,,jard Unit of Fishing Effort. 

(1) H01atlv0 fishing power is comparatively easy to measure 
.lhen the vessc-l Cll'e fishing under similar conditions. The major 
difficulty al'i:::e~_ w'hen one considers vessels and gears designed for 
different kinds of fishing. Each may be extremely efficient on its 
own growlds and almost completely inefficient on another's (e.g. 
purse seiners <.l.nd otter trawlers). A direct comparison of the yield 
per unit of effort obtained by tW0 distinct kinds of gea~fishing on 
the same ground,may therefore be valueless in estimating their rela
tive fishing power. However, such a comparison may yield valuable 
information concerning the behaviour of the fish. 

(ii) The Commission requires that every three years the member 
countries prepare a list of all vessels fishing in the Convention 
Area, giving gross tonnage, length, number in crew, kind of gear 
used, whether Loran, radar, wireless telephone, echo-sounders or 
other fish-detecting devices, are carried, etc, These data Are 
required for all vessels takin. part in the 1956 fishery. The data 
has already been received from France and Portugal. Data on size 
or characteristics of the gear used should also be included, e.g. 

t 0 footro e 0 0 ter trawls size 0 mesh s 0 00 
used. etc. All of these data will be pnblished in document form 
when the collection of data is complete. Member countries are 
therefore urged to submit their lists of vessels at as early a date 
as possible. 

(iii) In the annual statistics it is proposed that, as gross 
tonnage has been shown in certain ceses at least (Gulland 1955) to 
be correlated with fishing power, the average gross tonnage should 
be given of the vessels fishing in each month/subdivision. 

C. Standard Unit of Fishing Effort: Gu11and, in a paper submit
ted to 1I0rlcing Party 3 of Standing Committee on Research & Statis
tics at Biarr1tz, 1956, commented thus: 

•••••••• /8. 
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nMeaSUrell1'}nts of FL:;hJ.ng E.f-Cor:.,..; 

There has been in recent ~~ars much refinement of effort 

measures, with the aim of getting values that are proportional 

to the fishing mortality caused in the stock. These have, 

however, probably less general economic significance than the 

earlier crude measures. Although accurate fishing intensity 

statistics will Always be essential, the best values of fish

ing intensity to relate to mortality, 'Ihen a stock is being 

fished by a number of different types of vessel and gear, is 

obtained from effort statistics of some homogeneous part of 

the whole fleet t.hat covers a fairly large proportion of the 

fished areao These statistics can be used to convert the cat

ches of the whole fleet to give values of total effective 

effort. Release from the need to find means of converting 

effort statistics for different parts of the fleet to standard 

units, should allow more attention to be paid to the problems 

of obtaining suitable measures of the real total effort having 

economic significance, and of securing the very wide sample 

coverage for species, sex, size and age composition of the 

catches." 

There are several fleets which fish in more than one sub

area. In the table opposite the subareas fished, the number 

of subdivisions, months and month/subdivisions fished are 

given for each type of vessel for each country. 

In studying the question of obtaining one figure for the 

total fishing effort for each month/subdivision, several of 

the gears could each be considered as the standard and the 

total efforts calculated. The different methods would then be 

compared. Such calculations as this, if required for each 

year, would almost demand tho use of punch cards for sorting 

and tabulating (see Item 9). 

Great variation is found in the yields per unit of effort 

of different fleets even in the Same month/subdivision. The 

analysis of this variability and the reasons behind it are be

ing given close study but the amount of data involved, while 

not sufficient on occasions to explain all the variation found, 

1s suffiCiently large to make the work somewhat slow and 

tedious. 

D. This general pr~blem of the relationship between catch, 

fishing effort and stock density is being given considerable 

study in many countries and by ICES. In order to understand 

the phenomenon fully, many approaches need to be used, includ

ing among them the following complementary studies: 

1. Analysis of compiled data such as that published in 
ICNAF's Statistical Bulletin; 

2. Analysis of similar data available by individual vessels; 

3. Detailed analysis of trip records where individual sets 
or hauls are recorded; 

4. Comparative fishing experiments; 
,. Experiments to show the effect af the length of the 

haul on the size and -composition of the catch; 
6. Observations re the 'saturation effect', most probable 

with hook and line fishing gear, but probably seen with 
the otter trawler, not so much in one drag but in one 
day (owing to the need to clean and split the fish); 

.......... /9. 
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-- --

• Ot.ter T:rewler 
Dory Veeaele 
Long linus 
Dli.niah Seiner 
Miscelh . .neous 
hook. & line & 

• 

--

(rTJ08t.1y 
trap) 

~~ Otter l'nawler s 

Portup;a1 

Dory Yl'lol£W 
Loop- Linen 
1'1isc, (small 
QUeI' 1.£'1i.wlel 
MisceJ iWl90US 

OtM'r Trawler 
Otter fr5.Wler 
Ot ter ·fnuder 
Otter Tr_ler 
Long Liner!> 
Ott~r Trawler 
Dor,:.' VelUale 
Otte~- '£rswler 
r .. ir 'frul-<'lars 
OLler Trawler 
Otter l'::-liUilcr 
Lon!"; Liners 

inshore) 
-s 

(St ,1'''') 

• 
• 
s 

• 
• 
s 

• , 

l!lw.d L1.nere 

jU" ", 
_Ii!E..1; . 

-~---

2.3.'1 
3,' 
3.' 
3-' 

2,3.~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1.2.3.'1 
3 

1 
1 

2.3.,+3) 
1 
1 

1,2.3.'1 
1 J 
1.2.3.'+ 

3.'1 
1 3 

3,'.5 
5 
5 

________ ~~_~!.L!!L 
'--___ To.~_ . 

~- t---;-:1.cl 1 2 • 

1) Probably only 3P 

I Subdi:;: Montba 
.!!.R!.led ~'iBhed 

12 12 
9 12 
5 12 
3 12 

12 12 
1 ? 
7 7 

? i 

6 ? 

16 > 11 

1 ' 7 

? 5 , 6 , , 
3 6 
6 7 

,6 11 

8 7 
12 12 

• 11 
8 12 
2 12 
2 11 
1 12 

~2'--- 12 

2) Orlly l.adinga (not e:t!ort.e) are reported by montb/aubdivia1on 
3) rata not reported by sut...r.aas 

Mo~t.b{ SubdiT Ii8 
F10h0d 

109 
50 
33 
17 

120 , 
7 
7 
7 

66 .) 
? 
? , 
7 

10 
31 
63 
25 
56 

13 
86') 
2. 
20 
12 

"V) 

'I) DLte. not given by subdiviaion for Sub&r .. 3i hence this figure l!lhould be lazopx' 
5) 'l'b18 total would be. rather grPLer if &11 d.w..t.6l. \JAI.8 reported by rtalths and flUb

division.. It, would probably be increased by &t 1 .... t. 100 

7. Experiments to show the effect of various baits, hook sizes, 
patterns of haoles on lines, mesh sizes, etc. on the size and 
compOSition of the catch, e.g. the increase in mesh sizes 
recommended by the CommisSion last year for Subareas 3 and 4, 
may result in .an immediate increase in the catch per unit of 
effort oVling to the increased efficiency of the larger mesh 
in catching large fish. 

The conclusio~5 arising from the integration of such experiments 
will give the fundamental information reqaired for the analysis of 
long term and inter-area and inter-month catch/effort data. 

of 
to 

All of the above experiments relate primarily to catch per unit 
effort. Further analyses are then required to relate this work 
the stock density, considering in sequence: 

(1) 
(2) 

0) 
(t, ) 

The density of the fish on the ground and at the time fished. 
The average density of fish in the area generally at the 
time fislled" 
The average density of tile stock "Lnd the size of the stand
ing crc'p" 
The re:;Ll1 iOE of (3) to annuul prOdl1".::tJ..on~ 

•••••••• /10. 
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Tile stl:-.l,y "!ill tiiJrl ~,i.e up wit] . ..; r2~OJ.l'ces survey being 
carr] -3d ;:lll. t LJ FAG. 

7. Statist~ca ..... Bulletin - A"rrangeIL:ent of Data and Choice of 
Summar', Tables 

(i) Tabl!.? 1. Stati2tical Eulletin Vol,.4-, is the equivalent 
of Table 1 f'.L'int8d L1 th·, 1<;1).5 Bulletin (Vol.3)e Only one 
question Las <d'j::;e~l ::.;0 far. It flClS been suggested (W.R.Jvlartin) 
that the daL., froll r·im.,f;.nllJl."J.llG 111H1 '..;116 rTlainlalLd of Canada be 
reco!'ded SeT.'~:l ~d :1,'. I l1avo no views on this except: 

(2) 

(3) 

C0L;.' I·:,:' ltiOllS 01' SPdC~ might then malt6 it impossible 
tu J Id ';.L'.J 1..[,1,18 on one page as I believe it ought to 
be; 
In C8D<.:;l'al, thG I'1evlfoundland and the mainland fisheries 
ta~(e pL.te..:.· in separate subdivisions anJ there is there
fure l'3Ss oV"erlap than one might suppose; 
Tho data ar0 giV6.!"1 st"::pal'ately in the detailed tables. 

(ii) Dr. Hartin has al~;o suggested - as have others from 
time to t.im8 (Dr. Poulsen) - th"t the detailed data, at pre
sent printed as '1'<101es 8-20, should be printed according to 
subdivisions. i~,::. that all the data from one subdivision 
shol.ld b0 p.;:.ill teJ together. 

Any dec.i;;;ion to do this should come, if possible, 
aft0r d decision to use punched cards, for without them the 
additjonal sorting required for this type of presentation 
would ~ert?inly delay printing beyond the present time. 

The aClvantages of having all the efforts and landings 
from eac')' area ill one table are fairly obvious. It should be 
noted that this is already done for the landings of the major 
species separately in Tables 2-6. From the point of view of 
comparing yields per unit of effort both methods of presenta
tion have advwltages. 

(iii) Recommendations or suggestions for improving the 
layout and presentation of the statistics in the Bulletin are 
particulary requestede 

8. Reporting of Statistics - Standard Form. 

ICNAF's statistics are discussed in more detail in Doc~ 
ment No.lO, Serial No.369, ICNAF Ann. Meeting 1956, with rela
tion to the need for the use of a punched card system for 
compiling and tabulating. 

In general, the statistical submissions follow a pattern 
based on the prescribed form circulated from the Secretariat. 
Occasionally a somewhat different pattern is used, more suit
able no doubt to the countries' statistics. The reason for 
n21 using a standard form is that the size of the form would 
be very large and more cumbersome than those now used by any 
country. 

Some modifications in the forms used at present - and 
these modifications could be discussed with the individual 
statistical offices concerned - could remove certain incon
veniences (they are no more) from the manner in which the data 
is submitted. These modified fOi'mats would then have all the 
advantages of a printed form \vithout the great size of the 
latter. 

e .......... /l1. 
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For the :.' 'j"Trting oi :;,ost othe .. ' 'lat, ... , sue l , as length frequencies, 
age analyses _':"'~ tagginb (laLa, staHdar6. forms l:iJ...ll help standardize 
the presentation of' the data and .should be used .. 

9. Use of Punched Card Betheds for Surting and Tabulating. 

Docilllent Jlo .10, Serial No.)69, ICNAF Ann. Meeting 1956, discusses 
this in more detail. The primary advantages of using such a system 
are that it would: 

(1) 

(2 ) 

(3) 

(4-) 

(5) 

(6) 

J.-~rlilit th(! Statistical Bulletin to be published earlier, pro
batly (ill the case or Bulletin 5) as early as February, 1957. 
An,>, improvement on this date 'Would depend on the date the 
statL;ticfl.l submissions were received; 
allow much. more time to be spent on checkin~ original data 
for errors or inconsistencies (scrutinizing); 
allow greater analysis of the statistics to be made in less 
time; 
make the calculation of and use of a standard unit of fish
ing effort by one or more comparative methods possible; 
facilitate the analysis of the additional detailed data (by 
vessels) available from some fleets; 
allow time to be set aside for analysis and study of other 
statistical or biological problems or problems of co-ordina-
tion which are also the proper function of the Secretariat. 

It is worth noting that on the day after the tables of Statisti
cal Bulletin Vol.~ ror 1954 were sent to the printers and before 
Part I had been finally prepared or any proof-reading done, the 
first statistical submissiorefor the 1955 fishery were received in 
the office of the Secretariat. 

Some margin punched cards were obtained recently to assist in 
some of the analyses. These are useful for sorting relatively small 
quantities of data. The real solution to the handling and tabulat
ing of ICNAF's statistical data will be the use of full punched 
cards in association with sorting and tabulating machines (i.e. such 
as the IBM, Hollerith or Power-Samas types). 

10. Inclusion of Additional Kinds of Data in ICNAl's Statistics: 

The working parties of the Biarritz meeting of the Standing 
Committee on Research and Statistics have recommended that certain 
other data should be collected and compiled on an international 
basis. Poulsen, in his Survey on the Validity and Use or Yields 
per Unit of Fishing Effort (Document No.3, Serial No.362) and Age 
Distribution of Cod Catches in Subarea 1 (Document No.19, Serial 
No.378), has also recommended the collection or other data. It is 
apparent that with the very international scope of the fisheries in 
the Northwest Atlantic, and with the complexity of the fish stocks, 
no one country can carry out all the experiments required or col
lect all the data required. This is true of the collection of data 
on lengths of fish and on ages - both of market samples and of fish 
sampled at sea either from commercial vessels or research vessels. 
It is especially true of tagging experiments where the experimenter 
must rely on the fishermen of many countries to notify him of the 
recapture of his tagged fish. In such fields international research 
co-operation will bear greatest fruit. 

A tentative list of additional data which it might be profitable 
to compile and to co-ordinate on an international basis might include • 

•••••••• /1.2. 
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A. Chara~;,~9ristics .. .<f the Ci.it'~J _, .. :,.... ... ~" Jt0,£ks 

I. Data On length measur;:;l'mo' ~,G - 1:J.2.1'J.:JL samples and 
samples taken at sea .. 

II. Data on age deterr.linat~c·n.3 - lllurket samples and 
samples taken at sea. 

III.The sex ratio and proportion of mature and immature 
of the catch. 

IV. Data on meristic COQ"1ts and measurements made for 
purposes of separating stocles, including data on 
paras i tization. 

B. Characteristics of Fishing Gears 

I~ Sizes of gears, e.g. length of footrope of ottsr 
trawls. 

II. Mesh measurement data. 
III.Hook measurement data. 
IV. Data on experiments to determine the 50% release 

paints of various species of fish using various 
sizes of meshes or hooks made of different 
materials. 

V. Other measurement data or qualitative 
concerning the selectivity or fishing 
gears such as the types of data noted 
6D, page 8. 

information 
power of 
under Section 

C. I. Data on weight/length relationship of fish from 
different areas (stocks). 

II. Data on age/length relationship of fish from dif
ferent areas (stocks). 

D. I. Complete data on all tagging experiments. 
II. Complete data on all tagging recaptures. 

When data are reported to the Commission for its records 
or for publication as part of a document, the original tabular 
~ should be given (as has been requested by the Secretariat 
on various occasions) in addition to frequency diagrams, draw
ings of sections or other summaries. The absence of such 
tabular data makes the international compiling of data and the 
redrawing of figures to fit the standard-sized pages used by 
the Commission for its documents unnecessarily difficult. 

It is important that plans for recording, reporting, ana
lyzing and publishing data should be made at the same time as 
plans are made for its collection. 

11. General Conclusion: 

While much of the s ta tis tical work of the Commi&s ion has 
now been organized and the basicrequiremeIits :are ·l1ow'::well met, 
thelle remains muOh work to be done in ¢o-ol'dinat1ng the fish
eries . investigation 'oarriedc>ut ·withinth1sarea and in ". 
expandlng sampling ·'programmes. In partioular this 1s true 
concerniIig the collecting, compiling and 'publishing 'of data 
from market sampling and sampling at sea, from studies of 
meristic counts and measures for separating stocks and from 
tagging experiments. 

The increased demands made On the Secretariat by the chan
nelling of data through it, and by the accumulation of the 
statistics of the Commission for past years, make it necessary 
that the presentation of data should be made on more systematic 
lines and that a system of machine computing and tabulating be 
initiated. ., " ' 
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